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Review of Approaching the End: A Theological Exploration of Death and Dying.

David Jones’s recent book, Approaching the End, is part of an Oxford series of discussions about issues that are of general concern to Christian ethics. His book deals with the issue of death and dying, certainly an issue that has relevance for us all, Christians and non-Christians alike.  However, as Jones points out, death is not only unavoidable for us all but also the meaning we give it has definite practical consequences.  Jones argues that the basic questions raised are considered in the literature by psychology’s perspectives on dying well and coping with grief, and by philosophy’s views on killing, mercy, killing, suicide, withdrawal of life prolonging treatment as well as efforts to lengthen the natural life span.  Jones sees that these two aspects, the psychological and the philosophical, not only contain tensions within themselves but they also often stand in tension with each other.  Furthermore, deeper reflection is needed since strategies devised for dealing with certain ethical difficulties, such as, in the case of killing, relying on the difference between acts and omissions or refining notions of intention remain problematic.  

Jones suggests that theology can make a worthwhile contribution by bringing the two aspects together and by helping to assess and evaluate differing approaches through critical reflection.  However, he also points out that theology does not merely add to the input of psychology and philosophy.  For Jones, the articulation of a Christian account of death is important in its own right.  Omitting such an account may lead believers to rely on weaker arguments or indeed may leave them open to charges of running a hidden agenda.  Moreover, mistakes made by believers and non-believers alike need to be corrected and clarity offered so that non-believers have the opportunity to see connections that exist between Christian reasons and secular values.  Above all, the Christian account offers hope for it is only through Revelation that the truths about the end of life are expressed.  

In order to ground this reflection on death and dying Jones explores four distinctive and influential approaches, those of Ambrose, Augustine, Aquinas and Rahner.  They offer, he claims, a single extended argument on the theology of death that can be applied, through identifying their strengths and weaknesses, to some contemporary practical questions such as the preparation for death, bereavement, suicide, euthanasia and the withdrawal of life-prolonging treatment.  

Jones deals with each author in turn and he usefully places each in their historical and cultural context before exploring their thoughts in more detail.  He identifies similarities and differences as well as strengths and weaknesses of each approach and he makes clear links between them.  The book includes a strong Scriptural Index and the headings in the Contents ensure that the book is user friendly.   

In Chapter 1 Jones explains why we need an explicitly theological approach to death and he notes the relative shortage of specifically theological material in ethical discussion.  He then sets out some contemporary end-of-life bioethical issues where theological reflection can, he believes, make a worthwhile contribution.  He acknowledges the paradox at the centre of Christian attitudes to death, a paradox that is clearly found through his reflection on his four chosen theologians.   

In Chapter 2 Jones explores the view of death presented by Ambrose who sees it “in every way a good thing”.  Jones helpfully places Ambrose in an intellectual, social and cultural context so that the reader can appreciate Ambrose’s fusion of Christian faith and Platonic philosophy.  This enables the reader to understand Ambrose’s view that the soul is better off without a body whose senses deceive, mislead and tempt, and that the goodness of life is found in the practice of virtue, itself a practising for death. Ambrose distinguishes three deaths: death to sin, death as the end of mortal life, and death of the soul by mortal sin, thus the fault of offences committed in life.  For Ambrose, death as the end of mortal life is imposed by God as a remedy to limit the punishments of the present human condition.  As a kind of mercy it is a desirable escape from the misery of life; moreover, it also frees the soul.  However, for Ambrose suicide is wrong because it involves disobedience and refusal to stay until one’s service is complete.

Nevertheless, for Jones, Ambrose’s account presents certain fundamental problems.  It fails to explain why God united the soul to the body in the first place and it does not consider either the belief in the resurrection of the body nor creation and the purpose of the body.

In Chapter 3 Jones looks at Augustine’s approach to death summarised as “not good for anyone”.  Jones details the development in Augustine’s thought due, he argues, to the pastoral challenges facing Augustine.  These challenges included in particular the Manichaean distrust of the body and Donatist and Pelagian ecclesial perfectionism.  As further influences Jones adds Augustine’s constant reflection on Scripture and his growing disillusionment with Platonism.  Rather than seeing the union of body and soul as a punishment as Ambrose and Platonic thought would have it, Augustine’s interpretation of Scripture determines that the union of body and soul is natural and that separation at death is the consequence of the Fall.  Like Ambrose, Augustine also presents three deaths however these are death of the soul, death of the body and death of both in hellfire.  Although bodily death appears to be good for the good yet bad for the bad, bodily death is always bad in itself since it involves the separation of the natural union of body and soul.  

Jones compares and contrasts the two approaches of Ambrose and Augustine in their more practical applications in Chapter 4.  He considers their attitudes to virginity, marriage and mortification since each approach places different importance on bodily life, and to fear of death, grief and the care of the dead. Furthermore, Jones presents an interesting comparison between Ambrose and Augustine on martyrdom and suicide.  Jones demonstrates that since Ambrose believes that death is always in itself a gain it is more difficult for him to present a clear account of the difference between martyrdom and suicide.  However, Augustine sees martyrdom as Christian submission to death and suicide as self-killing and he can treat suicide in terms of the prohibition against killing where killing is intending to do harm.

In his comparison of Ambrose and Augustine Jones points out that in his efforts to identify every kind of death as bad per se Augustine neglects an account of dying to sin, of dying well.  Without such an account there remains, Jones feels, the tendency to fall back on uncritically Platonic understandings of the spirituality of dying. 

Chapter 5 considers the approach to death offered by Aquinas.  For Aquinas the soul and body are not conjoined things, rather they are one unified whole: the soul is the form of the body.  Jones explains that for Aquinas death may be natural as a punishment for sin and natural regarding matter as a destructible body. However, it is not natural for the form of the body, the indestructible soul.  According to Jones, one of Aquinas’s insights is that the reward of the just of the vision of God is not due to the separation of the soul from the body. Instead, death is always per se bad and it is only incidentally for some the beginning of heavenly bliss.  Aquinas then argues that homicide is wrong since it harms someone and that suicide is a failure to love life sufficiently as well as being an injustice against God and society.  Moreover, as Jones demonstrates, Aquinas’s approach includes the need for the virtues, particularly courage, to act well in the face of death.

Where Jones believes Aquinas falls short is in his integration of his theology of hope and his philosophical analysis of killing.  Jones argues that this separation of theology and philosophy is exacerbated in subsequent centuries in the Latin tradition. Jones’s reflection on this forms part of the background to his exploration of the last of his four theologians, Rahner, who, Jones argues, tries to remedy this separation.

Jones observes in Chapter 6 that although Rahner affirms Aquinas, Rahner differs somewhat in his anthropology.  For Rahner the human being is less a composite of body and soul and more a union of person and nature: person being what is free, active and spiritual, nature being all that is necessary, given and passive.  Rahner then distinguishes the natural aspect of death as separation of body and soul from his own view of death as personal, as the end of our earthly pilgrimage.  Since, according to Rahner, death is the conclusion of a personal life it is an act by which one’s whole life is disposed. He thus sees that death is not the alienation of the soul from the world but is the moment when the soul opens up to a richer relationship with the material cosmos.  Although due to the Fall death is obscured as death-as-suffering, it can still be thought of as completion or self-realization.  

However, Jones points out that Rahner’s approach is problematic for the ethics of killing and suicide since Rahner strongly asserts the right to choose the manner of one’s death, to control one’s dying.  Moreover, his concern for freedom implies that what gives life human worth is not biological life but rather personal (conscious) life.  In addition Jones voices concern over Rahner’s view of death as itself an act of self-realization.  As Jones explains, death is the occasion of final human fulfilment but not its cause: it is God who gives us the grace to die well and who brings life from death. 

In Chapter 7 Jones offers a summary account of the approaches of Ambrose, Augustine, Aquinas and Rahner, their insights, their weaknesses and where they build on previous understandings.  His aim is then to use these approaches to reflect on the practical realities of grief, fear, and hope, then killing, suicide, martyrdom, euthanasia, assisted suicide, law/public policy, withholding and withdrawing treatment, sustaining the unconscious, and finally, making a good death.  Although Jones packs so many, albeit related, issues into his final chapter his analysis and reflection on suicide and assisted suicide contrasted with martyrdom is perhaps most significant given the contemporary focus in bioethics on autonomy and the general tendency both to fear or deny the reality of death and yet to seek to control it.  His reflection here profoundly touches upon experiences of decline and loss of control that are part of the human condition.

From the readers perspective there seem to be a number of distracting exclamation marks, especially connected with Jones’s treatment of Ambrose, distracting since they appear to be overly judgmental.  Whilst Jones usefully puts the approaches of Ambrose, Augustine and Aquinas into their historical, cultural, theological and philosophical contexts, the tradition between them and Rahner is inevitably sketchy given the longer passage of time.  Certainly, to understand the thought of Rahner the reader has to be aware of the dislocation of the tradition and of reactions to the modernist crisis.  However, Jones does not mention that the tradition also includes reflection on the art of dying well: Robert Bellarmine, for instance, offers consideration of a life of virtues, courage and hope in the face of death, and death to sin as a preparation for the end of mortal life.  

Undoubtedly Jones presents theological accounts of death that are important in their own right. He demonstrates that even with their weaknesses these accounts are concerned both with the psychological aspects of grief and dying well, and with the philosophical aspects of killing.  What his study further indicates is that the Christian paradox of death requires a theological expression so that we can live well in the face of death. 












